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Abstract. In this paper, we study the integration of imprecise trade-
offs into multi-objective combinatorial optimization. We focus our
study on many-objective optimization, where at least three objectives
have to be optimized. Imprecise trade-offs are used to reduce the size
of the Pareto set by considering preferences expressed by the decision
maker. The new dominance relation is learned through an interactive
method, based on the Pareto local search heuristic. Every time that
the number of non-dominated solutions produced by the Pareto local
search is higher than an initial number, we ask the decision maker to
compare two alternatives to refine the preference relation. We inten-
sively study this method on the multi-objective traveling salesman
problem. Results are given for instances with up to 200 cities and 6
objectives and we show that better results can be obtained than with a
Pareto approach, with significant speed-up factors.

1 Introduction
When solving a multi-objective optimization problem, the main goal
is to help a decision maker (DM) to find a solution or a small set
of solutions that correspond to his/her preferences. These solutions
are Pareto optimal solutions (none of the objective values can be
improved without degrading at least one of the others), for which the
DM is convinced that they correspond to the best options possible.
Of course, this implies the participation of the DM who should give
some insights into the problem and shares his/her preferences.

In this work, we focus our study on many-objective combinatorial
optimization [7], where at least three objectives have to be optimized.
When considering many-objective combinatorial optimization prob-
lems, only using Pareto dominance leads to huge sets of Pareto effi-
cient solutions, often intractable [15]. It is thus important to refine the
Pareto dominance by integrating preferences of the DM. Note that
another solution, not considered in this paper, is to restrict the size of
the Pareto set for obtaining a well-represented Pareto set. This is often
based on a division of the objective space into different regions (and
only one solution represents a region) [19] or on ε-dominance [21].

We will here refine the Pareto dominance relation with preferences
and more specifically with imprecise trade-offs. Indeed, in many
situations, the DM allows some trade-offs between the objectives.
For example, maximally acceptable trade-offs of the form ”one unit
improvement of objective i is worth at most aji degradation units in
objective j” are often possible.

Using imprecise trade-offs in multi-objective optimization has been
introduced by Branke and Deb [6] in the context of evolutionary
multi-objective optimization. They integrate imprecise trade-offs into
the evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II [13] by modifying the crowding
distance of the original algorithm, but only continuous problems
with two objectives are considered. Another group of authors [26,
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27, 34] have also integrated imprecise trade-offs, but in the context
of multi-objective influence diagrams and multi-objective constraint
optimization. In these works, the imprecise trade-offs are known
before running the algorithm and they develop exact methods to
find the solutions that are optimal regarding the a priori preference
relation.

In this paper, we consider an interactive method where imprecise
trade-offs are learned during the exploration of the solutions. Inter-
active methods are now regarded as the most promising methods to
solve multi-objective problems [28, 29] due to numerous advantages:
they are generally fast, the learning process is integrated in the opti-
mization process and one or a few number of solutions are produced,
corresponding to the preferences of the DM. The DM does not need
to have any global preference structure before running the algorithm.
However, in our approach (s)he will have to decide the maximal num-
ber of Pareto optimal solutions to generate. Indeed, we do not limit
the method to the search of only one preferred solution since in some
cases robustness considerations have to be taken into account when
there exist some uncertainties, imprecision or inconsistencies in the
data or in the model [28].

We will integrate imprecise trade-offs in a popular multi-objective
heuristic: Pareto local search (PLS) [30]. Two reasons justify this
choice: first, PLS is used as a crucial component in some of the
best heuristics for solving multi-objective combinatorial optimization
problems: state-of-the-art results obtained for knapsack [24], trav-
eling salesman [11] and set covering [25] problems all used PLS.
The general idea of such methods is to start PLS from a set of high
quality solutions generated by some other methods, e.g. the powerful
Lin-Kernighan heuristic for TSP [22]. PLS has also been used in
other contexts, e.g. for solving scheduling problems [10], multi-agent
problems [17] or multi-objective Markov decision processes [20].
Moreover, PLS uses directly the Pareto dominance relation to search
for new non-dominated solutions. Therefore, a simple adaptation of
PLS to take into account imprecise trade-offs will be to replace the
Pareto dominance relation by the refined dominance relation based
on the trade-offs introduced by the DM. We will see, however, that
further adaptations are needed to attain high-quality results.

The contributions of the paper are three-fold: we first show how to
learn imprecise trade-offs by asking questions to the decision maker.
We then propose an interactive version of PLS with a dominance
relation based on trade-offs allowing to solve high size instances
with high number of objectives, in low computational times. We
finally present results for many-objective traveling salesman problem
instances, with up to 6 objectives. We compare our results with a
Pareto approach and we show that superior results are obtained.

The paper is organized as follows: we first define multi-objective
optimization problems and present some general methods for dealing
with such problems (Section 2). We then introduce imprecise trade-
offs and how to compute easily dominance calculations with trade-offs



(Section 3). An adaptation of PLS is then proposed (Section 4) and
intensive experiments are conducted on the many-objective traveling
salesman problem in Section 5.

2 Multi-objective optimization
We consider in this paper a general multi-objective optimization
problem with m objective functions to minimise, defined as fol-
lows: “minimise

x∈X
”
(
y1(x), y2(x), . . . , ym(x)

)
. In this definition, X

is the feasible set in the decision space, typically defined by some
constraint functions. The image of the feasible set in objective
space is called Y ⊂ Rm and is defined by Y = y(X ) where
y(x) = (y1(x), y2(x), . . . , ym(x)), that is a solution is evaluated
according to the m objective functions. Solutions are usually com-
pared according to Pareto dominance through their images in the
objective space (called points): we say that a point u = (u1, ..., um)
Pareto dominates a point v = (v1, ..., vm) if, and only if, uk ≤
vk ∀ k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} ∧ ∃ k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : uk < vk. We denote
this relation by u �P v. We can now define an efficient solution: a
feasible solution x∗ ∈ X is called efficient if there does not exist any
other feasible solution x ∈ X such that y(x) �P y(x∗) (its image
in objective space is called a non-dominated point). For the sake of
simplicity we will use the dominance relation w.r.t. solutions as well,
i.e. x �P x∗ ⇔ y(x) �P y(x∗). The set that contains all efficient
solutions is called the efficient set and is denoted by XE (its image in
objective space is called Pareto front and denoted by YN ).

In this paper, we focus our study on interactive approaches for
solving many-objective optimization problems (at least 3 objectives).
Interactive methods have been applied to solve multi-objective prob-
lems since 1971 [4]. The methods differ generally from the model
used to integrate preferences of the DM. According to Miettinen et
al [29], there are three types of specifying preference information in
interactive methods, which are based on:

• Trade-off information: preferences are built on the quantities that a
DM agrees to give up for a certain objective in order to improve
another one to a certain quantity.

• Reference points: the DM needs to set a reference point (aspi-
ration and reservation levels for all objective functions) and an
achievement function is optimized.

• Classification of objective functions: the DM indicates which ob-
jectives should be improved, which one are acceptable as such and
which ones are allowed to impair.

We focus our study on imprecise trade-offs, defined in the next
section, that are a very convenient and fast way to integrate preferences
of the DM.

3 Imprecise trade-offs
We assume that we have learned some preferences from the DM, that
is there exists a set Θ of pairs of the form (u, v) meaning that the DM
prefers the point u to the point v. We also assume the standard point-
wise arithmetic operations, namely u+ v = (u1 + v1, . . . , um + vm)
and q × u = (q × u1, . . . , q × um), where q is a real-value scalar.
We are interested in building a new partial preference relation, called
�Θ, that extends Θ and the Pareto dominance �P . This new relation
needs to satisfy the following two monotonicity properties, where
u, v, w ∈ Rm are arbitrary vectors:

• Independence: if u � v then u+ w � v + w;
• Scale-Invariance: if u � v and a ∈ R, a ≥ 0 then a×u � a×v.

This naturally leads to the following definitions [26]:

• We say that Θ is consistent if there exists some partial order �Θ

that extends Θ, extends Pareto, and satisfies Scale-Invariance and
Independence.

• For consistent Θ, we define the induced preference relation �Θ

on Rp by u �Θ v ⇔ u � v for all partial orders � such that
� extends Pareto and Θ, and satisfies Independence and Scale-
Invariance. This relation is a partial order as well.

Note that, as shown by Marinescu et al [27], the only class of
utility functions that adheres the axioms of independence and scale-
invariance are linear functions. Consequently, if a vector u is preferred
to a vector v according to the preferences relation Θ, it also means

that there exists some weight sets λ such that
m∑
i

λiui ≤
m∑
i

λivi

(with m objectives to minimize).

Example 1. For example, let us consider a set Y com-
posed of the following non-dominated points: Y =
{(5, 18), (7, 12), (12, 8), (17, 4)}. Let us consider that the
DM prefers to reduce the first objective of one unit compared
to reducing the second objective of one unit, that is (−1, 0) is
preferred to (0,−1) and thus Θ = {

(
(−1, 0), (0,−1)

)
}. The

independence property implies that (0, 0) �Θ (1,−1) and also,
for example, (7, 12) �Θ (8, 11) �Θ (9, 10) �Θ . . . �Θ (12, 7),
and thus (7, 12) �Θ (12, 8) since (12, 7) �P (12, 8). We have
also (7, 12) �Θ (17, 2) and thus (7, 12) �Θ (17, 4) since
(17, 2) �P (17, 4). Considering the new preference set Θ, the
non-dominated set, called YΘ, is thus equal to {(5, 18), (7, 12)}.

Given a set Θ, dominance check between two vectors can be done
with linear programming, as done by Marinescu et al [26]. But in [27],
Marinescu et al show that it is more efficient to use the algorithm of
Tamura [32], based on the generators of the polyhedral cone defined
by Pareto dominance and the preferences expressed in Θ. Using this
algorithm, we obtain a matrix A of preferences that represent �Θ in
the sense that u �Θ v only and only if A(u− v) � 0 (this is if and
only if Au � Av).

Example 2. For example, with the preferences of Example 1, by
applying the Tamura algorithm2 we obtain the following matrix:

A =

(
1 0
1 1

)

Therefore we have (7, 12) �θ (12, 8) since
(

1 0
1 1

)(
−5
4

)
=(

−5
−1

)
and (−5,−1) �P (0, 0). We have also (7, 12) �Θ (17, 4)

since
(

1 0
1 1

)(
−10

8

)
=

(
−10
−2

)
and (−10,−2) �P (0, 0).

Also, as stated by Wiecek [33], each line of the matrix A corre-
sponds to the weights of weighted sum (WS) functions to optimize.
The number of lines of the matrix A (named q) represents the number
of WS functions considered, and Pareto dominance among the values
obtained for these different WS functions can be used to compare
solutions with the dominance relation �Θ. Consequently, instead of
computing the values obtained by the different WS functions each
time that a dominance check following �Θ is needed, we can simply

2 We thank Radu Marinescu for sharing us their code of the Tamura algorithm.
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store the evaluations of the projections of the solutions to the “weight
space”, that is the space produced by the different weight functions,
and use Pareto dominance in this weight space. Note that the dimen-
sion of the weight space can be higher than the dimension of the
original objective space. The problem of finding the efficient solutions
according to the preference relation �Θ (called Θ-efficient solutions)
becomes then equivalent to finding the Pareto efficient solutions of
the WS-objective problems obtained from the matrix A (each line of
A represents a WS objective).

Example 3. For the preferences of Example 1, we have two WS
objectives: fws1(x) = y1(x) and fws2(x) = y1(x) + y2(x), and
so the projections Y in the weight space (fws1, fws2) give Yws =
{(5, 23), (7, 19), (12, 20), (17, 21)}. If we keep only the Pareto non-
dominated points from this set we obtain YΘ = {(5, 18), (7, 12)}
since we have (7, 19) �P (12, 20) and (7, 19) �P (17, 21)

The WS-objective functions, called fw(x)i, can be written as
follows:

fwsi(x) =

m∑
j=1

aijyj(x) ∀i = 1, . . . , q where q is the number of

WS-objective functions and aij are the elements of the matrix A.

4 Pareto local search with imprecise trade-offs

We present in this section how we have adapted a heuristic based on
PLS to find a good approximation of the Θ-efficient solutions of multi-
objective optimization problems. An approximation of a Θ-efficient
set is a set of feasible solutions such that any pair of solutions of X̂Θ

E

are mutually non-dominated, that is ∀x ∈ X̂Θ
E , @x′ ∈ X̂Θ

E |x′ �Θ x.
This set will be also called a set of Θ-potentially optimal solutions.

4.1 Presentation

PLS [30] is an adaptation of simple local search based on improving
moves to multi-objective optimization. PLS works directly with the
current approximation of the efficient set. For each solution in the
approximation its neighborhood is searched to find new potentially
efficient solutions and to update the approximation.

There are slightly different versions of PLS according to the way the
neighborhood is applied. There are versions where the neighborhood
is only applied from non-dominated solutions [30] and there are ver-
sions where it is allowed to apply the neighborhood from dominated
solutions [1, 17]. We will use here a version where the neighborhood
can be applied from dominated solutions. The potentially efficient
set obtained will be called X̂Θ

E and its image in objective space ŶΘ
N .

The general algorithm of our version of PLS works as follows (see
Algorithm 1). Two parameters are needed: an initial population P and
a general preference relation �Θ used to compare solutions (usually
Pareto dominance). The population can be for example obtained by
solving weighted sum problems.

The approximation X̂Θ
E is first updated with the population P ,

that is only the potentially efficient solutions are kept in X̂Θ
E . The

procedure to update a non-dominated set X̂Θ
E is given in Algorithm 2

and simply consists in adding a new solution x to X̂Θ
E if it is non-

dominated with respect to any solution in X̂Θ
E and to remove all

solutions of X̂Θ
E that could be found dominated by x. Then, neighbors

p′ of the solutions p of P are generated. If a neighbor p′ is not weakly
dominated by the current solution p, we update a local list Ln of
non-dominated neighbors with p′. Once all the neighbors p′ of p have
been generated, we update X̂Θ

E with all solutions of Ln. All the new

non-dominated solutions are then added to P for further exploration.
We use a local list of non-dominated neighbors rather than updating
X̂Θ
E each time that a new neighbor is produced (as commonly done

in PLS, see [1, 23, 30]) in order to prefilter the candidate solutions
and to keep only solutions of relatively good quality. In this way, the
computational time needed to update X̂Θ

E can be reduced.
The neighbors list Ln is reinitialized after each neighborhood ex-

ploration. We remove then the solution p from the population and
we start again the process until P is empty. Please note that in this
version the population P may contain dominated solutions since we
do not update P once a new solution is added. Indeed, it can be
time-consuming to update P whose size can be quite large. More-
over keeping dominated solutions can improve the final results, as
mentioned by Inja et al [20].

Algorithm 1 PLS
Parameter ↓: P (initial population of solutions), �Θ (preference
relation)
Parameter ↑: X̂Θ

E (approximation of the efficient set)

for all p ∈ P do
Update(X̂Θ

E l,p ↓)
while P 6= ∅ do

- -| First solution of the population
p← P(0)
- -| Generation of neighbors p′

for all p′ ∈ N (p) do
if (p �Θ p′) then
Update(LN l,p′ ↓,�Θ↓)

for all p′ ∈ LN do
if Update(X̂Θ

E l,p′ ↓,�Θ↓) then
P ← P ∪ {p′}

P ← P \{p}
LN ← ∅

where N (p) denotes neighborhood of p, Update() updates a
non-dominated set with a new solution and returns true if the new
solution has been added to this set.

Algorithm 2 Update
IN ↓: x (solution), �Θ (preference relation)
IN-OUT l: X̂Θ

E (set of potentially efficient solutions)
OUT ↑: Boolean
if (@x′ ∈ X̂Θ

E | x′ �Θ x) then
X̂Θ
E ← X̂Θ

E ∪ {x}
for all (x′ ∈ X̂Θ

E |x �Θ x′) do
X̂Θ
E ← X̂Θ

E \ {x′}
Return True

else
Return False

4.2 Integration of trade-offs
We call I-PLS the integration of trade-offs into PLS. The pseudo-code
of I-PLS is given in Algorithm 3. The main difference compared to the
classic version of PLS is that the DM needs to set the maximal number
of non-dominated solutions to generate (maxS) before running the
algorithm. Then once more thanmaxS solutions have been generated
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by I-PLS, we ask the DM to compare two solutions in order to intro-
duce some trade-offs between the objectives. Note that this operation
is not without consequences for the performance of I-PLS. Indeed, the
classic version of PLS uses the vast amount of information contained
in the whole set of potentially Pareto optimal solutions to generate
new solutions through the neighborhood function. By limiting the
number of solutions in I-PLS, we will then also limit the quantity of
information available and some adaptations will be necessary to attain
high-quality results.

The detailed pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 I-PLS
IN ↓: maxS (maximum size)
OUT ↑: X̂Θ

E (set of potentially efficient solutions)

- -| Initialization of a population P and X̂Θ
E with solutions of WS

problems
PopGeneration(maxS ↓,�Θ ↓,0 ↓, P l, X̂Θ

E l)
- -| Initialization of an auxiliary population Pa
Pa ← ∅
while P 6= ∅ do

for all p ∈ P do
- -| Generation of neighbors p′ of the solutions p ∈ P
for all p′ ∈ N (p) do

if (p � p′) then
if Update(X̂Θ

E l,p′ ↓,�Θ↓) then
Pa ← Pa ∪ {p′}

if (|X̂Θ
E | > maxS) then

while (|X̂Θ
E | > maxS) do

- -|We ask the DM to add some preferences
UpdatePreferences(Θ l, X̂Θ

E ↓)
- -|We update X̂Θ

E according to the additional preferences
UpdateXE(X̂Θ

E l,Θ ↓)
- -| Generation of solutions of WS problems with the new
preferences
PopGeneration(maxS ↓,�Θ ↓,0.05 ↓, Pa l, X̂Θ

E l)
- -| P is composed of the solutions of Pa
P ← Pa
- -| Reinitialization of Pa
Pa ← ∅

- -| Application of a Direct PLS
D-PLS(Θ l, X̂Θ

E l,maxS ↓)

We first generate the initial population, with the
PopGeneration algorithm, given in Algorithm 4. The ini-
tial population is composed of solutions optimizing WS problems.
We first generate a random weight set and solve the WS problem
obtained with a heuristic, to get a solution x. The solution x is then
added to the initial population and the set of potentially efficient
solution X̂Θ

E is updated with x. We stop the population generation
when the maximal size has been reached or when a maximal number
of iterations without improvement has been achieved. For the uniform
random generation of the weight sets over the weight space defined
by
∑m
i λi = 1, λi ≥ 0, we have followed the procedure developed

by Rubinstein [31] that guarantees that the weight sets are uniformly
generated. The Rubinstein procedure works as follows:

• Generation of m − 1 independent random values
v1, v2, . . . , vm−1 ∈ ]0, 1] from a uniform distribution

• Sorting the m− 1 values: 1 ≥ v(m−1) ≥ . . . ≥ v(2) ≥ v(1) > 0
• Generating the weight sets with the differences between the con-

secutive v() values:

– λm = 1− v(m−1)

– λm−1 = v(m−1) − v(m−2)

– . . .

– λ1 = v(1) − 0

Then we have that
∑m
i=1 λi = 1 and the weight sets are uniformly

distributed (see [14] for a proof).
For generating random uniform weight sets when preferences have

to be taken into account (Θ 6= ∅), we work in the weight space
defined by the q WS functions of the matrix A. We first generate q
random weight wi with the Rubinstein procedure. Then we use the
transformation λj =

∑q
i=1 wiaij with j = 1, . . . ,m (see end of

Section 3) to obtain m random weight sets in the original space.

Algorithm 4 PopGeneration
IN ↓: maxS (maximum size), �Θ (preference relation), perturb
(amplitude of the perturbations)
IN-OUT l: P (population), X̂Θ

E (set of potentially efficient solu-
tions)
cptWI ← 0
while (|X̂Θ

E | < maxN) and (cptWI < 20) do
- -| Generation of random weight sets
λ← WSGeneration(�Θ)
- -| Generation of a solution x with a heuristic method solving
the WS problem
x← SolveWSHeuristic(λ ↓, perturb ↓)
P ← P ∪ {x}
if Update(X̂Θ

E l,x ↓,�Θ↓) then
cptWI ← 0

else
cptWI ← cptWI + 1

Note also that when solving the WS problems it is possible to intro-
duce some data perturbations [11] (thanks to the perturb parameter).
Data perturbations are not used in the initial phase (the parameter
perturb is set to 0) of the algorithm but it will be useful in the second
part of the algorithm, as it will be further detailed.

We then fully explore the neighborhood of the solutions of the
population P , as done in the classic version of PLS. Each new po-
tentially efficient solution is added to an auxiliary population, called
Pa, for further exploration. Then, at the end of the population ex-
ploration, we check if the number of potentially efficient solutions
generated (|X̂Θ

E |) is higher than maxS. If it is the case, we have to
refine the Pareto dominance and to integrate some trade-offs, with the
UpdatePreferences algorithm, described in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 UpdatePreferences

IN ↓: X̂Θ
E

IN-OUT l: Θ

FindClosestSolutions(X̂Θ
E ↓, y1 ↑, y2 ↑)

Θ← UpdateΘ(Θ ↓, y1 ↑, y2 ↑)

In this algorithm we ask the DM to compare two solutions of
X̂Θ
E [5]. The two solutions to compare are carefully selected as fol-

lows. Among all the solutions of X̂Θ
E , we select the two solutions that

have the closest values over all the criteria except two. In this way,
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the DM will have mainly to compare the solutions through only two
criteria since for the other criteria the solutions will have closed values.
More precisely, we need to find among all the points of ŶΘ

N (image of
X̂Θ
E ) the pair of points (y1, y2) that minimizes the following distance,

called dE2:

dE2(y1, y2) = min
{k,l}∈M,k 6= l

max
i∈M\{k,l}

|y1
i − y2

i |

whereM is the set of criteria.
That is we try to find the pair of solutions that minimizes the

maximum distance between their values on m objectives, except on
two objectives (in the formula above these two objectives are noted k
and l).

Example 4. If we consider three solutions y1 = (6, 10, 7, 15), y2 =
(6, 20, 7, 8) and y3 = (11, 10, 11, 12), we have dE2(y1, y2) = 0
(k = 2, l = 4), dE2(y1, y3) = 3 (k = 1, l = 3) and dE2(y2, y3) =
4 (k = 1, l = 2). We will thus ask the DM to compare the solutions
y1 and y2. As these solutions have the same values for the objectives
1 and 3, (s)he only needs to decide if (s)he prefers the values (10,15)
or (20,8) for the objectives 2 and 4.

Using mainly different values on two criteria is made on purpose
to keep the request simple to answer for the decision maker. It allows
the decision maker to mainly focus on two criteria rather than asking
him to compare solutions with very different values on all criteria.
Note that after asking the decision maker to compare two solutions
according to two criteria, there is a high probability that the next
question will about two other criteria.

The algorithm of this procedure, called
FindClosestSolutions, is given in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 FindClosestSolutions

IN ↓: X̂Θ
E

OUT ↑: y1, y2

minD← Inf
for all (x1, x2) ∈ (X̂Θ

E )2 do
if (dE2(y(x1), y(x2)) < minD) then
minD ← dE2(y(x1), y(x2))
y1 ← y(x1)
y2 ← y(x2)

Once (s)he has decided which solution (s)he prefers, some trade-
offs are thus introduced and added to the preference relation Θ (see
Algorithm 7).

Algorithm 7 UpdateΘ

IN-OUT l: Θ
IN ↓: y1, y2

- -|We ask to DM to compare y1 and y2

if (y1 � y2) then
Θ← Θ ∪ {y1 � y2}

else
Θ← Θ ∪ {y2 � y1}

We then need to update X̂Θ
E since some solutions of X̂Θ

E are now
dominated following the new preference relation. This all process can
be done several times until |X̂Θ

E | ≤ maxS. Then we generate some
more solutions coming from WS problems. Indeed, as more prefer-
ences have been added, we can focus the search into a particular region
of the objective space. We apply thus again the PopGeneration

algorithm, at the exception that some data perturbations will be in-
troduced to diversify the search and to maximize the probability to
generate new potentially Θ-efficient solutions [11]. The data perturba-
tion method simply works by giving a small perturbation of maximal
5% to the different data of the problem. For example, for the TSP,
we will modify the m costs of the edges by increasing or decreasing
them by maximum 5% of their initial values (different values have
been tried and the experiments showed that 5% allows to obtain the
best results).

Then we transfer the solutions of the auxiliary population Pa to
P and we start again the exploration of the neighborhood from the
solutions of P . Please note that we do not update Pa even if new
preferences have been added, in order to keep a diversified population,
not only composed of Θ-efficient solutions.

Once no more improvements can be achieved by exploring the
neighborhood of P (P = ∅) and not more than maxS solutions have
been generated, we apply a Direct Pareto local search. The method is
very similar to I-PLS, except that:

• Perturbations are introduced in the initial population generation
(max 5%)

• In order to diversify the search, dominated neighbors can be added
into Pa: we will accept dominated neighbors with a probability
decreasing with the number of times that the population has been
explored. We start with a value of 1

2
and then after each full popu-

lation exploration, the probability is decreasing to 1
3

, 1
4

, etc.

5 Results

We have applied the new method I-PLS to the multi-objective trav-
eling salesman problem (MOTSP). As to our knowledge no results
are known for the MOTSP with up to 6 objectives, we will compare
I-PLS with an a posteriori method: we have implemented an efficient
version of PLS based on [11] where Pareto dominance is used. The
potentially Pareto efficient set obtained at the end is then filtered ac-
cording to the preference relation Θ. In both methods, WS problems
are solved with one of the best heuristics for the single-objective TSP:
the version of Applegate [2] of the Lin-Kernighan heuristic [22]. For
the neighborhood simple 2-opt moves (two edges are removed, and
two new edges are added) are considered. We have also used the new
data structure ND-Tree [18] to efficiently manage and update the set
of potentially efficient solutions. Note that ND-Tree can be easily
adapated to I-PLS since by working in the weight space defined by
the matrix A obtained from the set of preferences Θ, Pareto domi-
nance can be employed and no changes in the ND-Tree structure and
algorithm are needed. Finally, when a DM is asked to compare two
solutions, the solution that s(he) prefers is randomly selected.

All the results have been obtained on a Intel Core i5-450M CPU, at
2.4 GHz3. We have used MOTSP instances with 3 to 6 objectives, and
respectively 100, 30, 20 and 15 cities. We first used instances whose
the number of cities is rather low with the aim to keep a reasonable
number of potentially efficient solutions when PLS is used with the
Pareto dominance relation. The m costs associated to each edge are
randomly generated with a uniform distribution. The instances are
symmetric, that is the cost for moving to a city i to a city j is equal to
the cost for moving from the city j to the city i.

Please note that our aim is not to produce new state-of-the-art
results for the MOTSP but to show that I-PLS can reach same quality

3 The instances, code and results are available at https://sites.
google.com/site/interactivepls/.
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or better quality results than a Pareto approach in less computational
time, for many-objective instances when trade-offs are considered.

The results obtained by PLS are given in Table 1. We see that the
number of potentially efficient solutions generated is very high (e.g.
more than 600 000 solutions for the 5 objectives instance) even if the
number of cities is quite small.

Instance |X̂E | CPU(s)
3-100 153 114 185.79
4-30 265 794 254.70
5-20 690 607 2103.03
6-15 338 396 1219.76

Table 1. Results obtained by PLS for the small size instances.

We show now the results obtained by I-PLS by limiting the number
of solutions generated to 1, 10 and 100 and compare to the results
obtained by PLS. The results of PLS are obtained by filtering the
potentially efficient solutions with the preference relation obtained at
the end of I-PLS. We ignore the computational time of this operation,
which is relatively small compared to the time needed to generate the
potentially efficient solutions.

To compare PLS and I-PLS, we use three indicators:

• The average distance D1 and maximum distance D2 (to be min-
imised) [12] between the points of a reference set and the points of
ŶΘ
N , by using the Euclidean distance:

D1(ŶΘ
N ,RS) =

∑
r∈RS

min
y∈ŶΘ

N

d(r, y)

|RS|

D2(ŶΘ
N ,RS) = max

r∈RS
min
y∈ŶΘ

N

d(r, y)

whereRS is a reference set, and d(., .) denotes Euclidean distance.
• The proportion PR of reference solutions found.

PR(ŶΘ
N ,RS) =

|RS ∩ ŶΘ
N |

|RS|

The reference sets are obtained by merging the sets obtained by
PLS, I-PLS and the results obtained by a Direct PLS that uses the
final preference relation Θ and a high quality population, composed
of solutions generated by the exact TSP solver Concorde [3] and the
Lin-Kernighan heuristic [16].

The results of the comparison between PLS and I-PLS are given in
Table 2. We give the values of the maximal size maxS parameter, the
number |tofs| of trade-offs considered, the number |ŶΘ

N | of solutions
generated (always inferior to maxS), the distance D1, the distance
D2, the proportion PR of reference solutions found and the CPU
time in seconds.

We note that:

• The number of tofs is between 4 and 14. Its average formaxS = 1
is equal to 9.5, for maxS = 10 equal to 7.5, for maxS = 100
equal to 8.25. Note that for some instances, the number of tofs
is increasing even if maxS is also increasing; indeed, to each tof
corresponds a comparison between two solutions and there are
some comparisons that are more informative than others.

Instance maxS |tofs| Method |ŶΘ
N | D1 D2 PR CPU(s)

3-100 1 14 PLS 1 19.04 19.04 0.00 185.79
I-PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 11.06

4-30 1 9 PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 254.70
I-PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.39

5-20 1 6 PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 2101.03
I-PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.27

6-15 1 9 PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 1219.76
I-PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 2.02

3-100 10 12 PLS 5 0.76 4.57 0.83 185.79
I-PLS 6 0.00 0.00 1.00 34.48

4-30 10 7 PLS 10 0.00 0.00 1.00 254.70
I-PLS 7 6.80 37.59 0.70 0.68

5-20 10 4 PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 2101.03
I-PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.22

6-15 10 7 PLS 9 0.00 0.00 1.00 1219.76
I-PLS 7 6.16 29.75 0.78 7.52

3-100 100 8 PLS 41 1.64 5.35 0.32 185.79
I-PLS 60 1.00 11.78 0.62 31.68

4-30 100 11 PLS 88 1.16 17.48 0.88 254.70
I-PLS 89 0.88 14.83 0.88 45.91

5-20 100 5 PLS 58 0.00 0.00 1.00 2101.03
I-PLS 58 0.00 0.00 1.00 46.79

6-15 100 9 PLS 52 0.00 0.00 1.00 1219.76
I-PLS 52 0.00 0.00 1.00 57.54

Table 2. Comparison between PLS and I-PLS for small size instances (the
best values obtained are in bold).

• The CPU of I-PLS is always inferior to PLS: the speed-up is
between 5 (3-100 instance with maxS = 10) and 9550 (5-20
instance with maxS = 10).

• The values of the indicators of I-PLS are always better or equal
to those of PLS, except for the 4-30 instance with maxS = 10,
the 6-15 instance with maxS = 10 and the 3-100 instance with
maxS = 100 where PLS gets better results for the D2 indicator.
For these instances, we see that the running time of I-PLS is very
small compared to PLS and I-PLS has probably stopped too early.
Indeed, I-PLS should be able to behave like a multiobjective algo-
rithm at the beginning, and more as a single-objective at the end.
Probably that the intensification phase was not enough for these
instances to get results of equal quality compared to PLS.

We have also experimented I-PLS on bigger instances: 200 cities
with m going from 3 to 6. The maximal size of the set has been
fixed to 10. We still compare I-PLS to PLS but to avoid prohibitive
computational time we have interrupted PLS once that 500 000 poten-
tially efficient solutions have been generated. The results are given in
Table 3.

Instance maxS |tofs| Method |ŶΘ
N | D1 D2 PR CPU(s)

3-200 10 8 PLS 1 8.01 8.01 0.00 5245.67
I-PLS 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 531.36

4-200 10 9 PLS 1 278.45 287.35 0.00 2161.02
I-PLS 8 4.54 26.56 0.70 92.98

5-200 10 17 PLS 1 110.70 114.36 0.00 309.77
I-PLS 3 9.52 11.51 0.00 241.18

6-200 10 14 PLS 1 72.64 81.22 0.00 1998.37
I-PLS 8 5.71 17.81 0.38 948.85

Table 3. 200 cities instances, maxS = 10.

We remark that:

• PLS, after filtering, only generates one solution: we believe that is
mainly because PLS generates many solutions in different regions
of the objective space without focusing the search in particular
regions as I-PLS.
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• The values of the indicatorsD1,D2, PR of I-PLS are considerably
better than the values obtained by PLS.

• I-PLS is still faster than PLS, with speed-ups between 1.3 and 23.

Compared to the smaller size instances, the number of questions
asked is on average higher (12 against 7.5) but remains quite small
if we consider that the number of Pareto efficient solutions is at least
higher than 500 000, while I-PLS generates at the end less than 10
solutions. Also, the questions asked to the DM focus only on two
objectives (see Section 4.2) while more informative questions (but
also more complex) could be asked.

6 Conclusion

We have presented in this paper the integration of imprecise trade-offs
into multi-objective optimization to obtain an interactive version of
Pareto local search. We have applied the method for the first time to
multi-objective instances of the TSP with up to 6 objectives and the
results showed that the new method can reach high quality results in
very short time compared to a Pareto approach. Moreover, the number
of questions asked to the DM to elicitate his/her preferences is quite
small (between 4 and 17 questions in our experiments). This work
opens many new perspectives: our work mainly focus on Pareto local
search but it would be interesting to see how other heuristics can deal
with imprecise trade-offs. Also, adaptation of exact methods to find
in an interactive way the preferred solutions of the DM will be worth
to be studied. Finally, there are different possibilities to choose the
solutions that are compared by the DM: it would be relevant to see
in practical way if our approach is conceivable and to study other
approaches, for example approaches that try to minimize the number
of questions asked to the DM [9] or to take noisy comparisons into
consideration [8].
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